Wrap-Around Pouch

Measures: 9" X 6 1/2" Open
6 1/2" X 4 1/4" Wrapped -- Will fit in Pocket.

Tools Included:

V-WAC / Fillet Weld Comp*, 6" General Scale*,
Telescoping Mirror, Penlite & Single Purpose*

Tool Kit

Measures: 13" X 8" X 3"

Tools Included:

V-WAC Gage*, Magnifier, AWS Type Gauge*,
Hi-Lo Gauge, Micrometer w/ Ball*,
Telescoping Mirror & 6" SPI Scale*

(* Measurement Scale: Inch or Metric
NOTE: These are top of the line measuring tools! Prices can vary depending on the tools required.

G.A.L. Gage Company
Phone: (269) 465-5750  Fax: (269) 465-6385  www.galgage.com
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Now You Can Design Your Inspection Tool Kit

Cat # 12

American Welding Society (AWS) Tool Kit

Tools Included:

0-150mm Dial Caliper, 6" Scale w/ Clip, 0-1" Micrometer, 2" Reading Glass, 7 Piece Fillet Weld Set, V-WAC Gauge* & AWS Type Gauge*

Brief Case Type/Lock & Key

Measures: 18" X 12 1/2" X 3"

Tools Included:

V-WAC Gauge*, Fillet Weld, WTPS Gauge, Bridge Cam, Single Purpose*, 6" SPI Scale*, Telescoping Mirror, Micrometer w/ Ball*, Hi-Lo Gauge, Skew-T Fillet Weld w/ Calc, AWS Type Gauge*, ADJ Fillet Weld* & Magnifier

(*) Measurement Scale: Inch or Metric

NOTE: These are top of the line measuring tools! Prices can vary depending on the tools required.